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MAGICALLY TURN
THIS ➡ ➡ ➡

TO THAT..
➡➡

Sissy Long Jodi Siblia let’s raise men to be
boys! Be playful, curious, naive, not find “their
machismo side”.

Send us insults to EmpoweringClerksNetwork@gmail.com and we'll
convert them into blessings. Learn more at www.JoyPermit.org
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CONFIDENTIAL CLASSIFIED
Subject: …………………….....
Ori Alon 7368362
AGENT gsut-89
…….…..... Page 1/3

Re: Facebook ‘comedy’ act by Ori Alon
FBI FILE 837292478

(ignore last sentence) Subject has been writing,
documenting and initiating interactions on social
media, mainly on Facebook since 2014. He prints
books with screenshots of personal and satirical
pieces he writes on the platform and some of the
conversations
that
follow
them.
Turned
Rabbi
newsletter to ancient looking scroll, snail-mailed
statuses as postcards, posted 1,000 comments thread
criticizing local development on actual construction
site that took up a sidewalk (344 Main St Beacon NY)
led developer to change his mind and give back the
sidewalk he was about to build on (NYT 03/01/2019
NYC Transplants, River Town’s Natives Fight for Its
Soul).
Alon’s motives: presumably to reflect on humans’
behavior
online,
spark
conversations,
critical
thinking (inefficiently, gsut-89). Beacon is a small
town so often this gets heated. Not many initiatives
to ‘print the internet’, new medium is possibly
influenced by Russian Samizdat tradition. Print to
web transition often leaves people unease.
After 2016 elections Subject captured in book the
fear, loathing and irrationality on Facebook that
time, used absurd, dark humor in his writing:
wondered how would concentration camps handle so
many people being gluten-free, claimed he called KKK
Customer Service, wrote Trump tweet-like music
critic series (#Oricrits): ‘the Beatles were a
hoax’, demanded regulating saxophone in Springsteen
songs etc. Made provocative, subversive humor about
race and gender in a way that was (?) 'crossing the
line' though without offensive language or personal
attacks. Asks what is the line and whether a purple
crayon is needed, see Gender Neutral (Birth of
Evil), Resistance DIary Self Help guiDe pdf.
…….….....
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Re: Facebook ‘comedy’ act by Ori Alon
FBI FILE 837292478

Subject is the writer, publisher & neighbor of
participants in his themed books. Sent postcards
about his parody political campaign for Mayor to
government officials, J. Jacobson was employer of a
professor who called him ‘troll's asshole who shits
his pants in public’, with that comment on the
postcard, led to anger towards Alon who felt
threatened by verbal violence from progressives
against him, reacted emotionally, later apologized.
Beacon Trolls group had 125 members (some
radicals, one Communist), mostly shared screenshots
from other pages, made fun of them, calling out,
mocking, picked on conservative working-class
neighbors who made tone deaf comments or local moms
and other neighbors whose beliefs, IQ or lifestyle
weren’t aligned with Leftists. Threads functioned
as venting place for those who were doing
(anti-racism?) advocacy in public Beacon Facebook
forums, often group resembled middle school.
Subject’s sensitivity and childhood experiences
led him to sympathize with group’s bullying
victims. The semi-privacy of Beacon Trolls bothered
Subject. He was a fly on the wall in a Cards
Against Humanity session, claimed that a private
event of 120 people isn't private. Participants
were activists, community organizers and business
owners. Thousands of teenagers and adults suicide
each year after being victims of online bullying.
Subject passive-aggressively posted in the group
that it'll be interesting if screenshots from the
group posted on a construction site on Main St., as
he did on 344 Main St. although he had no intention
of doing so, admin closed group immediately.
(Femmeral Borough of Immaturity FBI 06/21/2019)
…….….....
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FBI FILE 837292478

Exposure of group scared members who considered it
secretive, blamed Alon for ruining it though half
the town knew about it. Citizens treat Facebook as
a
safe,
cozy
space,
Subject
questions
that
assumption
by
printing
it
(‘Gutenberg
of
Zuckerberg’
his
nickname).
Advocates
for
compassionate
humor,
consider
dark
humor
‘therapeutic’ (asked people to laugh at his
father’s death see My CiviL War ColoRing Book for
Adults pdf), converts insults people recieve online
into blessings (?), offer senior students write
rejection letter to colleges, subversive satire.
FBI stand on Diversity of voices - won't assist
conformism or mob mentality, echo chambers and
internal censorship: people refrain from sharing
unpopular opinions, fear of responses is threat to
democracy and the free world. Only Two diluted pro
and
anti
opinions
exist
feed.
Alon
makes
provocative art like White Men Registry, Hidden
Fortune Wheel, use devil's advocate humorist voice
with intention of starting conversations & laugh
together, especially when uncomfortable. Subject
pay social price for it, document interactions. Not
a healthy art practice. How the internet look like
in ten years?
A new trolls group established, without Subject.
Facebook is a stage, we're all actors. Everything
is public, ongoing live performance yet gives
illusion of privacy. Perhaps this is more about
human nature than about specific individuals.
Ori Alon is the Director of the Center for
Supportive Bureaucracy (Empowering Clerks Network,
ECN), cartoonist and a writer. See more of his work
at www.JoyPermit.org
…….….....
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NEW!! FREE!! MAGICALLY
TURN THIS ➡ ➡ ➡

INTO THAT…
➡➡ ➡

Chris Cataldo Go fuck
yourself bro. Sideways...

Chris Cataldo You’re looking good today
Ori.. I bet you’re about to make love or at
least take care of yourself.
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Send us insults you’ve witnessed or received to
sings for you!
EmpoweringClerksNetwork@gmail.com and we’ll turn them into bles
XOXOX learn more at www.JoyPermit.org

Lenny
Lenny
Hi Lenny it's Ori from the Center for
Supportive Bureaucracy, we issue Playful
Paperwork documents do you need a Joy
Permit maybe?
You do
what?
You do what?

It's the Empowering Clerks Network, we
believe the more bureaucracy
theyou
better,
How are
Genghis? You know every time I hear
paperwork can heal somesomeone
of human
suffering
saying
that Europeans are the problem I mention
you and how cruel you were!

Oh get out of here you goyish schmuck
wannabe negro kike what do you even
mean by that it's not even funny it's just
stupid, fakakte rubbish yada yada
Is this an insult or a
compliment?
Of course it's an insult like what are
you gonna do convert it to a blessing
or something? Comedy is not in your
cards pal.

Hi
Lenny
it's Ori
from
the
Cente
r for
Supp
ortive
Burea
ucrac
y, we
issue
Playful
Paper
work
docum
ents
do
you
need
a Joy
Permit
maybe
?

Jon

I love the Empowering Clerks Network Ori, beautiful work!
Thank you Jon.. That means so much to me. I’m super
curious - is there anything you regret from the Daily Show?
Just one lol? I constantly portrayed conservatives as
stupid. Whether or not it’s true (stereotypes are there for
a reason sometimes)
think it had
a lot every
of weigh
the
How are you IGenghis?
You know
time Iinhear
right wing backlash
that brought
us Trump.
someone saying
that Europeans
are the problem I mention
you and how cruel you were!

That’s so brave and honest to share, ty. I thought of
that about you but you’re so loved I was afraid to talk
about it with people, they have attachment issues to
you.
Yeah people have a cousin complex with me all the
time fwiw. I’m curious, what would you do differently?
No judgment I get it, also I’m just in the beginning of my career I can’t
imagine the pressure of being a show host for so long. I do fringe work
like the White Men Registry - I invited women and POC to be allies to
white men and help us express vulnerability and talk about our guilt, I
offered liberals to try a MAGA hat and share how it feels, did an OK
Cupid post looking for poly conservatives, I organize March for our
Laughs in DC. It’s bipartisan humor or not exactly political one.
March for our Laughs omg I’d love to take part.. I think
that’s exactly what we need now. I can host if you don’t
have someone already, I’m meeting Trevor tomorrow fyi
Is this the real Jon Stewart?? I thought
I’m just playing with making up
imaginary text messages.

JoyPermit.org

Genghis

How are you Genghis? You know every time I
hear someone saying that Europeans are the
problem I mention you and how cruel you were!
That’s very kind of you Ori. Human nature
is cruel, my skin color had nothing to do
with it. You saw what happened in Rwanda.
I know right? The Left is in such a
bizarre place these days, I'm
really worried.
I can show you correspondence from a
thousand years ago, same irrational logic.
People of color can be brutal, really brutal,
that's human nature.
Genghis you can't really say that today.. I
mean it's a stereotype and people might be
offended or unfriend me on fb if I share it.
You know who is your real friend
only in moment of battle
Hi isn't that a Lau Tzu
quote?
Everybody hurts Ori. We just
express our pain differently.

Invite Genghis to Messenger
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Louis

Hi Ori, I might need an apology declaration, do I
print it on your website or you mail me one?
Hi Louis, is everything okay? Sure I can mail you a
blank one or you can print it at the Supportive
Bureaucracy website
How are you Genghis? You know every time I hear
Oh Yeah,
it's complicated.
You still do
someone
saying that Europeans
arethe
the problem I mention
Forgiver's
Dowere!
I need to send you
youLicense
and how right?
cruel you

the 601(c) Compassion Exam by mail or scan?

Email is ok, I usually do it only when I perform but sure

I mean it's kinda dumb the whole thing. They guy
who called you a troll’s asshole was right.
That's such a nasty thing to say Louis, I told you how
much I was hurt by that comment.. You don't have to
like my work but why do you choose to be a dick?

Well I meant to say that you’re cure Ori. I don’t know
why I do that, I guess it’s my schtick?
Cure or cute? I mean I totally am a troll’s
asshole, still I think you can man up Louis, you
can still do beautiful work your career isn’t over.
Thanks cute brother
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John

I'm not sure I'm meant for this wife and kids thing John

I wasn't ready either the first round. I used to be
cruel to my woman I beat her and kept her apart
from the things that she loved.
How are you Genghis? You know every time I hear
someone
saying
Europeans
areinto
the problem
I mention
I had
nothat
idea..
I'm more
the passive
you andaggressive
how cruel you
were!than actual violence.
thing

I could shoot someone in Fifth Av and people would
still buy my music. To actually punch a woman in the
face was fascinating, I'm not advocating for it but
imagine a world where it's socially acceptable Ori.
I don't know about that, what's
wrong with self destructive stuff?

I mean it as art, as an experience, we're just
animals Ori we all have violence urges.

Blocking you John. Get some help.

John is waving at you. Wave back?
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Friendship
Closure Form (57A)
Username: ___________
Dear ______________
Your post / comment / message / _________________
left me angry / sad / shocked / pissed /_____________
__________________________________________
So I’ve made up my mind to unfriend / block / mute
you for a week / month / year / forever /__________
_________________________________________
I hope you find peace in your heart even though I
think you are an asshole / righteous / stupid /_______
_____________ person and I wish you’d _________
___________________________________________
_________________________________________.
Thank you for the memories, friendship is what makes
Facebook so unique! From all of us in Facebook we
wish you happy Friendship Closure Day!!!

HAPPY UNFRIENDING DAY
FROM ALL OF US IN FACEBOOK!!!
www.JoyPermit.org

Oprah

Hi Ori, I'd love for you to be in my show! We have
an opening in Nov. 17th, would that work for you?
Wow Oprah.. I assumed you have a production
team, I didn't expect a dm directly from you..
We have a big team I just wanted to contact you
How are you Genghis? You know every time I hear
personally
bc I really appreciate your work. The White
someone saying that Europeans are the problem I mention
Men Registry
is really important we need more such art.
you and how cruel you were!
Thanks.. Can I quote you on this? Also I don't
know about being in your show. I really don't want
to be famous or any of that stuff, I like my privacy.
That's your choice obviously but don't you want to
improve your outreach, help more people laugh? I love
your message around the healing power of humor.
I just don’t see how being in your show will make me
happy or improve my self-esteem. I can’t think of one
person who fame made happier, do you? Also do you
know the Dylan’s interview about Time Magazine?
www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnl5X5MQKTg
I’ll check the interview I think you’re really over thinking
it, honestly. I’d be in NYC next Wed. do you want to get a
drink in my hotel and talk about it in person?
In your hotel?
Yes

Add to Calendar
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Fred R.

How are you Ori? You know, I am very curious to
learn about your childhood, how was it to grow up
in your country?
It was like regular, wars, terror attacks, my father
was murdered when I was eighteen then I went to
the army, typical Israeli childhood.
How are you Genghis? You know every time I hear
someone saying that Europeans are the problem I mention
Wow that
sounds
a lot..
Have you talked about
you
and howlike
cruel
you were!

this with someone? Also I am curious, how do you
think these experiences affect your work?
Hmm good question.. I bet my dark humor is a
result of my life experiences, it must be, right?
Writing and art are my therapy to some degree.
Ori, your inner child sign is my favorite graffiti art.
thank you for doing it, it makes my heart sing
when I see it in my office.
Oh that's so sweet Mr Rogers.. You know that I have this
document to adopt uncles or aunts? I don’t have extended
family in the US, I’d so love to adopt you as uncle :)
That's so sweet Ori.. I love you so much.. Can I
adopt you as my son instead of a nephew?

That would be.. It’ll be lovely.. I'll do the
paperwork uncle Fred! I mean Dad..
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Forky

Forky?? Omg.. You're my hero, I love you so much..
You’re my favorite character in the world now :)

Thank you Ori.. I am trash
You're not
Forky!
You're
mean
much
Howtrash
are you
Genghis?
Youreal,
knowyou
every
time Iso
hear
to Bonnie,
she wrote
on you,
that's
special.
I
someone
sayingher
thatname
Europeans
are the
problem
I mention
you and
how cruel
you
were!
understand
though,
I feel
the
same about myself
sometimes, it's a challenge.. Hi is it true what Fox
News said that you are transgender because you're
neither a fork or a spoon?
Transgender what is transgender? I am trash!

You're not trash you are beautiful! Transgender is
when ah, well it's quite complicated but basically
It's like when a fork is actually a spoon or a spoon
is a fork inside.
I don't know, where is Woody? Woody will know!
You and Woody broke my heart when you walked
back to the RV park. Were you just acting or is it
based on things that actually happened to you in real
life? I think you're prophetic Forky, your presence
reflects on human existence in such a deep way. I’m a
big fan of yours ❤
Am I supposed to say something
funny as punchline?

www.JoyPermit.org

Andy

Hi Ori
Andy!! What’s up where have you been?
I’m good. Listen Ori I’d be honest with you, I think you’re
taking your
comedy act too far. Half the times people
How are you Genghis? You know every time I hear
can’t tell someone
if you’re saying
jokingthat
or not,
you gotta
bring
the tone
Europeans
are the
problem
I mention
down a bit,
seehow
what
you’re
doing but people don’t get
youI and
cruel
you were!
it. Be gentle with your audience once in a while.
Are you serious or joking now?
It’s not about me Ori! NOT about me!!
You’re like the worst person to
text with, seriously. No offense.

I’m trying to help you here Ori, if you won’t listen to
me whose advice you’re willing to follow? Trust me.
But it’s a different world out there, and I’m not a standup
comedian I mean the medium is completely different and
then when I print it in books it gets a conceptual element, I
know I’m very intuitive and it’s not all good material, still.
I get it and I know the Internet very well. I just wish
you’d develop healthy modesty about what you do.
Comedy is sacred and you care too much about
your ego imho.

www.JoyPermit.org

Elvis P.

How are you Ori?
I’m good, how are you?

God bless. Can I ask you something privately? I mean
without How
you are
sharing
our conversation on Facebook
you Genghis? You know every time I hear
someone saying that Europeans are the problem I mention
you and how cruel you were!

I don’t have the cash to loan you now sorry

No I don’t need money! Just wanted to
ask your opinion on something, privately
I think WhatsApp is better for that
then, can you add me to your
contacts? I never know how to do that.
Sure. Do you see me now? I think you need to
approve me. Sending you 2 files it says it’s uploading
I don’t have wifi and I reached my data
limit, one second I’m in a coffee shop let
me see if I can connect to their internet
OK let me know when you receive it. It’s very
personal I don’t want it to become part of your act. I
appreciate it.
Got it! I’ll read it and let you know gotta
pick up my daughter from camp ttl!

www.JoyPermit.org

Pete Seeger
Activist Now

How are you Ori? I think your The Open Carry Permit for Musical
Instruments is wonderful, but I don't always get your humor. Which
side are you on? We always should work for the common good and
you’re just distracting us from it sometimes in my opinion.
It’s not about sides for me Pete, really.. I want to make people
laugh, raw, bipartisan laughs, not political laughs. I want to use
humor like you used folk music, to make it accessible tool for
people to help themselves or their friends in their hard times..
That’s a noble goal Mr. Alon, but you gotta ‘work’ your
punch-lines. Good luck with that. I showed your stuff to Toshi.
The OK Parent Award worked I think. Thanks so much Pete!!

Invite Ori to your local high school to lead students in rejection letter
writing & Refurbished Report Card issuing workshop! Learn more at

www.JoyPermit.org
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MAGICALLY
TURN THIS
➡➡➡

TO THAT..
➡➡

Tessa Kelly Holy Mohammad, she is so fucking cool, I wish
science could duplicate her!

Send us insults you’ve witnessed or received to EmpoweringClerksNetwork@gmail.com
and we’ll turn them into blessings for you! XOXOX learn more at www.JoyPermit.org

MAGICALLY
TURN THIS
➡➡➡

TO THAT..
➡➡

Adolf Hitler The Jews are terrible
people they should all die.

Adolf Hitler Some of my best friends are
Jewish they're very nice, I don’t see race, really.
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MAGICALLY
TURN THIS
➡➡➡

TO THAT..
➡➡

Carlos Laguna-Driscoll You call that funny Ori? Seriously? In
some countries they'd lock you up or behead you for such
stupid humor, and I suggest the US should follow their lead!
You should be ashamed of yourself.
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Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances.
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Mark Z.(Founder)

I love what you do on Facebook Ori!
Mark Zuckerberg?
Woah… Thanks!
My pleasure. Your fb comedy act is what I envisioned
when I created Facebook back in Harvard. You’re
doing an
important
service You
to the
community!
How
are you Genghis?
know
every time I Don’t
hear
saying that
are pay
the problem
I mention
listen tosomeone
the hecklers
theyEuropeans
didn’t even
for a ticket.
you and how cruel you were!

Thought you went to Cambridge.. Is
it really Zuckerberg or just a bot?
You’re silly, yes it’s me, your debit card code is 8277, SSN
is 900-445-221, I can keep going with maiden names,
paypal password is ihatePasswords47. Can’t access gmail
they blocked me but you get it.
You’re such a fuckface Mark.. You
could at least block the debit card code
now everyone can access my info..
Why are you doing this?
I have low self-esteem and I feel like having control will
help me gain friends. That’s what my therapist said.
You run the biggest communication/media platform
humanity has these days, you need to work on your
issues you have big responsibility. Happy to help lmk
Disabling your account. Bye fuckface!
Waitt!!! I didn’t mean to be so harsh! I have
self-esteem issues too! Mark please!
Unable to send message. Retry in 5 minutes

www.JoyPermit.org

Jess (Verplanck 67)

Your new messenger comics series is beautiful
Ori, I really love it.
Thanks so much Jessica!
It's like they're really texting, you captured their voices and
wrote as if they're texting today. It's also incredibly dumb
and stupid at the same time. How did you come up with it?
I guess there’s wisdom in dumbness? I imagined a conversation
with Lenny Bruce once and thought it’d be funny if it was via text.
Btw since Andy Kaufman texted me he became like constant friend
/ coach in my phone, I can’t not see what he’d say.. Fwiw I highly
recommend adding him to your inner voice menu as a friend!
I agree re wisdom in dumbness, but it's so hard to see that in
the moment. your work reminds me of that when I see it, thank
you for these reminders. Hi I had an idea - why don't you write
imaginary text messages with people who are really in your
life, like not celebrities, or an app that provides such service?
Lol you're a celebrity in my life.. That's a million dollars idea
Jess!!! Yess let’s do it! Like to create a platform for anyone to
write imaginary texts with people in their real or metaphysical
lives? It can be very useful & hilarious. Need hashtag!
EXACTLY!!
Wow.. Did you just think about this now? That’s great
artistic and practical and business instinct, I think
you'd really be good at this being an artist thing.
LOL thanks I guess? I'll let the kids
grow a little before giving it a real try.

www.JoyPermit.org

John Cleese

You’re not funny Ori

Haha
I’m not joking, I think you’re using humor as a tool
to deliver your message and it should be the other
way around. It’s as if you’re a politician not a comic.
OK I mean we all have our
shticks don’t we?
It’s not about shticks it’s about how you perceive comedy,
and you’re not really a comedian, at least in my dictionary.
I’m not sure I’m getting what you
say.. Hi what’s up with Morrissey?
Morrissey is hilarious, I love his last bit where he
pretended to be alt-right, best comedy I’ve seen in years.
Comedy? What are you talking about? He said lots
of racist shit, you can’t defend it John, seriously.
I know about comedy a little bit more than you Ori, a little
humbleness won’t hurt. Morrissey is a friend, we did skits
with the Smiths a few times. He’s just using racism to
spark the conversations we need as a society. It’s genius.
If you say so. WHatever. Why did you text
me John? I’m busy.
Because I think it’s funny.

www.JoyPermit.org
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FREE!! MAGICALLY
TURN THIS ➡ ➡ ➡
TO THAT! ⬇⬇

Harvard Graduate Maybe you’re lesbian Dawn
Robertson? Why are you still single? Saw your nude
photos I was showing my friends.

Harvard Graduate Your work is powerful Dawn, you’re so courageous it’s
inspiring.. I showed your art to my friends yesterday it sparked a long and
vulnerable conversation (from deep down our hearts) Maybe you’re goddess?
Not sure you’re human you really have super powers lol good luck with it!! Just
donated to Grab them by the ballot I’ll share it on my page too!
Send us insults you’ve witnessed or received to EmpoweringClerksNetwork@gmail.com
and we’ll turn them into blessings for you! XOXOX learn more at www.JoyPermit.org
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60 Anderson St.
Beacon, NY 12508
917-5334703
www.supportivebureaucracy.org

Ori Alon
Center for Supportive Bureaucracy
Empowering Clerks Network
ECN-CSB Clerkical Committee
Mr. Martin Scorsese
One First Street N.E., A11
Washington, D.C., 20543

Dear Mr. Scorsese,
I really enjoyed your movie Taxi Driver, and as a teenager who was really
embarrassed by the fact that his father was ‘just’ a taxi driver I managed to gain
some precious self-esteem thanks to that cinematic jem, even though I didn't
really enjoy the movie itself, it's too much like Tarantino movies imo, like why
make something violent just for the sake of it? You didn’t need to copy him you
can make good movies yourself. I appreciate you practicing your ﬁrst amendment
but that's just not my thing, I'm more into 🦋 kind of movies. Which leads me to
the second thing I wanted to share with you - I think your documentary about Bob
Dylan is amazing, you really did capture the spirit of his prophecy, the role of the
artist and the humanness (read stupidity) of social justice warriors during the
civil war movement. Kudos. I Googled No Direction Home and saw that you didn't
receive an Oscar for that and I wanted to offer you something that I don't share
with everyone. I would like to order a trophy especially for you, maybe the $7 one
at crownawards.com, I got a trophy like that for my wife (it was on sale for $4, the
Critical Thinking Award) I got 180 Likes for that, but if you share such photo and
it’ll get media attention that could easily be translated into higher self esteem for
you (it didn’t work for my wife bc it’s not the actual Oscar but maybe for you it
would work, I mean you never know until you try right?)
LMK what you think!
Ori Alon
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MeME
THE MEME IS A NEW ART MEDIUM.
GRAFFITI MADE ITS WAY FROM THE
STREETS TO MUSEUMS, MEME
ARTISTS WILL SOON ESTABLISH
RECOGNITION & MARKET VALUE.
MoMA is looking for meme artists who are interested in being part
of the first Meme Museum. Submit samples of your work to
917-533-4703 with your name, contact info, website, social media
handles and a short bio to participate. Conditions apply.

#MemeMuseum

Museum of Modern Art 11 W 53rd St NY NY 10019
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APP IS COMING SOON!
Turn insults to blessings
by swiping to the right
Michael Gilinsky I feel like screenshotting many your brilliant posts
and send them to a publisher, you're a great writer and thinker!
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More by Ori Alon:
My Civil War Coloring Book for Adults, Brave New World Mayoral Candida Journal
Not All Men Defense Testimonial, Resistance Diary Self Help Guide
Gender Neutral (Birth of Evil) Post Election Memoir, Regulations are Flexible Artist Book
A Jew Killed picture book memoir, Checkpoint Charlie, Hitler & Me postage comics
Read ebooks & support at www.alfassibooks.com
Art is work! If you enjoyed this book please consider making a Paypal donation to
oribeacon@gmail.com or pay it forward to another cause you believe in.
Thank you for reading, it means so much to me.
Ori

NEW!! FREE!!
MAGICALLY
TURN THIS ➡➡
INTO THAT!
⬇⬇

Ana Joanes You continue to be such an asshole
online Ori Alon. In fact, you are consistently the most
foolish online asshole I know.
You are not a troll, as Terry suggests. You are a troll's
asshole.
Like an asshole, you have some usefulness, because
you pump out a lot of shit. But most people shit in
private. You shit your pants for everyone to see.

Adam McKible You continue to be such a delightful human being Ori. Just like a
unicorn you even use your anus to spread more love and joy in the world.
But most people are ashamed of their light, you share your beauty and light with
everyone to benefit from!! I love you so much my dear friend, thankful for your art
and humor, keep up the good work!!
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